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ABSTRACT

An empirical relationship between the area ir, which a given

dosage is equalled or exceeded and the value of th, dosage itself is

developed using Green Glow data. It is found that the logarithm of
the area is nearly a !inear function of the logarithm of the dosage
divide~i by *k. -T'urce strungth and multiplied by a representative

uriid speed. These results differ only slightly from similar results

obtai.ned from Prairie Grass data.
Observations of the time of first arrival of the tracer near

ground level at diatances of 8 and 16 miles fr.1m the source indicate
that the tracer material which first arrives has travelled with a wind
speed greater than the surf ace wind (aboiat 15 ft). It would be nec-
essary to have wind speed measuremeonts between S0 and 100 ft above
ground in order to estimate the time of first arrival at these distan~ce*

even though the source Is no higher than 15 ft.
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PREFACE

During the Summer of 1959 a series of diituston experittents.

jointly sponsored by the U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Atomic Energy

CommissioA., was conducted on the Hanford reservation of the Commis-

sion in southeastern Washington. The program had bcen nicknamed

Green Glow, a naiao which reflects the use of a pigment tracer th.at

exhibits a green fluorescence under ultraviolet light.

rhe following organizatinns participated in the program:

1. Hanford Laboratories Operation. Hanford Atomic Products
Operation, General Electric Company

2. Texas A & A4 Research Foundation

3. 6th Weather Squadron, 4th Wea'zer Group, Air Weather
Service

4. Geophysics Research Directorate, Air Force Cambridge
Research Center

The objective of the experiments was to determine, i-e a function

of meteorological conditions, the horizontal and vertical diffusion

.,3•erY, ntf 3 particulate tracer emitted co.itinuously from source

near ground level. The horizontal patterns were sought .ut to a dis-

tance st about 1b miles and the vertic-I patterns to a distance of about

2 miles.

The purpose of this Survey is tW prn.ide answers to tne following

specific questiond of significance to tht Ai- Forroe:

1. For a given mean dosage of a pollutant, what is the size of
the area downwind from the source within which the given
mean dosage is exceeded?

i. Whit type tf wind information is necessary tte determine
the time of first arrival of a tracer at distances oi the
order of 8 to 16 miles?

Following an introductory section on a description of the site 7nd

the experimental procedures, Sections 2 and 3 will con.atn answers to

the tNo queituasia gLVCIIlluve. Tli qtbvwcr to the f;.:st question, in

parti ular, is an abbreviation of a .noure detailed analysis Lo be included

ix
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in a Gteuphyaical Rtzdearch Note now in preparation. ni e diffus.ion t~d

meteorological data znd a more complete dPescription of the equipirent

and the field and laboratory procedures will be included in a forth-

coming Geophysical Resear-,h Paper.

Morton L. Barad
C-cophysics Research Directorate
AF Cambridge Research Labo~atories

James J. Fuquay
Hanford Laboratories Opeý:ation
Haidurd Atomic Products Operation
General Electric Company



AREA- DOSAGE RELATIONS!HIPS AND TIME OF

TRACER %RRIIVAL 1N THE GREEN GLOW PROGRAM

I. A DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

1. 1 Characteristics cf the Site

Tha Green Glow program was conducted during June, July, and

August of 1959 at the Haaford reservation of the U.S. Atomic Energy

Commistion near Rich!and, Washington. This area is located in

southesterr. Washington in a veml-arid climate. The reservation is

roughly bounded on the north and east sides by the Columbia River and

on the south and west by the Rattlesnake Hills and Yaklima Ridge. The

maximumn hcight of the mountains approaches 3 500 ft above sea level,

whereas the major part of the reservation lies about 400 to 700 ft

above sea level. Figurl I is a tqpographic map of the area showing

the location of the sampling grid and other ubserving points to which

Seference will be made later.

The sampling grd is indicated in Fig. I by segmertst of circles

all ceuite red about the point ma;ked "Source." The tick marks along

the i.rcL *how the positions of the samplers. Within 4 ,:in't of the

sou&,e the ground is relatively flat, with slightly rolling hills or

ridges a bit more frequent in the region between 4 and 16 miles of the

source. The most prominent feature of the topography within tne

sampling grid is the drop in general ievel of terrain about 4. 5 miles

southeast of the source.

Most of the reservation is covered by desert grass and sage-

brush. The sagebrish often grows tu a height of about 4 or 5 ft, but

has an average height of abouit 3 ft.

The grid was laid out to t3ke advantage of the nighttime drainage

wind, which is a climatoloqicaI feature of th.s area. On clear nights

(Aithor,' manuscript appr wed 4 April 1961.)
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with relatively stagnant weather patterns (features common to this area

in summer). f."irly persistent winds blow £.-om northwest tu. southeast,

beginning in late evening and continuing until after sunrise.

1. 2 Experimaintal Design

The design at the t$iffusion experiments to be described was a

joint venture undertaken by personnel of Uth Geoph) Aice Research

Directorate and the Hanford Laboratories Operation. The conduct of

the diffusion e~periments andl the reduction of the diffusion data were

the responsibility of the Hanford Laboratories Operation. Also par-.
ticipating in these phases of the program were personnel of the Goo-

physics Research Directorate. the Texas A & M Research Froianution.
and the Air Weather Service.

The samplers were laid out along arcs accorcing to the plan

shown in Table 1. These samplers were all 1.5S meters above groard.

TABLE 1. C.Aaracteristics of sampling network

Sampler

Ar:Distance Spacing Arc Longth Flow Rate
(kin) (miles) (degrees) (degrees) U sac )

1 0.2 0.' Q2 90 0.148

2 0.8 0.50 2 90 0. 153

3 1. 6 0.99 1 48 0.232

4 3.2 1.99 1 ^00,S13

5 12.8 7.95 7% 5? 1.963

6 25.6 1s. 91 0.25 37.25 1.980

During the first few experiments participating personnel found that the

original layout of samplers could be improved to obtain better definition

of cloud width. Therefore, between Rw'~s 10 and It. ZZ2 of sampling
arc were added to the north end of the 200-mn arc. 20* to the north end
of the 800-mn arc, and 19* to the north end of the 3200-mn arc. These
changes were effected by removing liii. distances from the southern
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ends of these arcs. Themue changes did rcaul.t in tetter cloud definition.

They are inc~rporatea f-i Mg. I.
In addition to the ground sampling network, towers weý!e erecten

ait tive pointr an each of the four inner arcs. These towers were located

at azimuth angles 98%, 106'. 114% 122%, and 130'. (So* insert, Fig.1.)

Each tower had I5 sampiers with the top level increasing from 27 m

on the 200-rn arc to 42 m on the 800-rn. and to 62 m on the 1600- aiid

3200-mn arcs.
To daterissine the arrival time oi the pigment ont the two outer

arcs. drum&i samplers were placed at various positions on these arcs.
These drum samplers provide a time record of the deposition of pig-

ment on a revolving drum; and this information can be used to determine

the length -if time it takes the pigment to travel from the source '~the

sampler. S&,me results obtained fruiri these samplers will be discussed
in Section 3.

1. 3 Experimental Procedures

The tracer 'ig'd in this study was a fluorescent zinc sulfide pg

ment (U~.S. Radium Corp. No. Z2iO1) which has a geometric mean parti-
dcl diameter of &bout 2. S riiicrons. The pigment was suspended *n a
tank fillea *.th water and emitted simultaneously fro.n two dispensers

(Todd Insecticidal Fog Applicators) placed side by side on the ground.
The nozzles of the dispensers had to be pointed upward to allo" the pig-

-ment to clear nearby sageinuah. As a result. the effective source

height was about 3 to 5 rn. Between 0. ; and 3. 6 kg of pigment were
emitted during each release, the total emiE.;ic'n time being 30 minutom
on almost all of the relearns..

The pigment was (ollected on membrane filters about 2 inches

in diameter in the sampler pornitions given in Table I and on the towers
described in Section 1. 2. Air was druawn through the filters at different
rates on each arc,the rates increasing with distance from the source.
&r~ain an indi~..ated in Table 1. Flow rates on th'o towers were the same
as nn the groundi samplers at the rernpecti~e arcs.
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After the pigment was emitted for 30 minutes, the dispensers

were shut off; but the samplers were turned off only after a suitable

delay to allow the cloud of particles to fully pass the respective arcs.

The filterj were collected, new ones inserted to prepare for the next

release, and the exposed filters taken to a laboratory for assaying.

This assuyiny was accomplished by exposing each filter to a source of

alphM particles. When the pigment particles are struck bW alpha parti-

cles, the ensuing light-flashes are deto;ted and accumulated on a

cou.nter.

The original assaying system was calibrated by comparing the

number of scintillations obtained from selected filters with visual

counts otainoed with the aid of a microscope. The results were then

expressed in terms of numbers of particles on the filters. However the

systern did not provide the accuracy required because of the uncertain-

ties in the microscope counting. In addition the protracted hiqhvolnmet-

tic sampling rates at the outer arcs caused cmeeiderable foreign

matter to be collected on the filters. introducing additional complexities

in the assaying procedures. Consequently further development of the

;a..sple dissa.in syste.o was required.

The sample assaying system finally used was as follows. When

the filters were relatively l-ee of dust, the zinc sulfide particles were

activated on the filter by a fixed-strength source of plrstonium alpha

particJws and the resulting scintillations .ounted as described earlier.

ror 6cuty filters and for calibrating the assaying tecnnique described

above, he filters were dissolved snde xyosed to white light and the

resultisg phosphorescence was measured in an automatic liquid scintil-

lation counter. A correction factor for the effect of dust in the sample

was d.termined from turbidity measurements un the vial with a calor-

imeter.

In all, 47 releases were made during the Green Glow program.

all at night. Because wind shifts occaselonally occurred during a run,

which carried the cloud outside the sampling network, not all the runs

S



were considered successiul. Almost no useful informatioi. was availa-

from 3 runs while several more have on!y limited usefulness.

However the goal, a minimum of 15 useful runs, was exceeded.

1.4 Meteorological Measurements

In order to relate the results of the dispersion tests to ambient

meteorological conditions, as well as to estimate the amount of time

necessary for the pigmgint to traverse the sampling network, certain

meteorological data are also necessary. These data were provided by

several instaliatiors. Near the source, winds and temperatures at

50-ft intervais were available from the 410-_ft meteorological tower.

In addition a 78-ft portable mast providcd data on wind and teraperature

at six levels ta give a better picture of the atmosphere near the ground.

Both towers were operaced by General Electric personnel.

Twvo complete micrometeorological stations werd operated by the

Texas A & M Research kot.ndation ac distances of approximately 2 and

i 3 miles from the source.

Besides wind and temperature, wet-bulb temperatures were

available from eight heights up to 3Z m at each Texas A & M sta*:3n.

Measurements of radiation, soil heat flux, soil temperatures. and the

standard weat!,er observations were also made at these locatlo,ii.

Thc Ceneral Electric Companiy also opetated a wind station net-

work consisting of wind speed and direction sensing instruments mounted

about Z3 ft above the ground. The wind readings were automvtically

transmitted to a building near the dispensers, where they we-s re-

corded. In Fig. i tht locations of th,•se stations are shown by the

large crosses with arabic ,iumbers beside them.

Upper-air observations were provided by a rewinsond. team

from the 6th Weather Squadron, 4th Weather Group. Air Weather Ser-

vice. Their station was located about 4. 5 miles from the source and

is marked as GMD-I Station in Fig. 1. In general the plan called for

a .llioon to be released about I hour prior to the planned emitsion

time, one reles.sed at emisseion time, and one released I hour after

onission. Ditz were taken up to $000 ft during each of these releases.

6



2. PREDIC'rioN OF AREA- DOSAGE

2. 1 Introduction

The purpose of th~is section is to describe and summarize the re-

sults of an analysis designed to o!3tain ostiinates of thie area within

which a specified level of pollution would 4o exceeded downw~iad of a
continuous point source of pollution. The method of analysti is es-

sentially the same as that used by 1lliott:2 in studying the same problem

using data collected during Project Prairie G.rass.I

Strictly speak~ing, the Tesulta of this study are applicable only to

the Hanford reservation and only for a pollutant similar to the zinc
sulfidus tracer used. However, comparisons w.~ith the Prairie Crass
:'esuits Indicate that some Sene raliz ations are possible. These wiii be

discussed later.

2.24 Method of Analysis

The values of dosage observed at ewah sampler for each arc
werst plotted on a grid proportinnal to the actual sampling grid used at

the Hanford site. These values were plotted for 18 of the 27 tracer

release* made. The other nine releases were rejected f-_r :, variety

of reasons. the most cornmon being failure of the tracer to remain

within the sampling netwcrk during the experiment.

Aftor these values of dosage were plotted, the highest values

observed on selected arcs were determined bw inspection. The arcs

selected were those approximately 1. 2. 8, and ý iniles from the

soLrce. Isopleths of thesie dosAge. were drawn. and the area within

these isopleths was then measured with a planimeter. Figure '" shows

a typical pattern obtained for the peak dosage at 16 andes.

Since differing amounts of pigment were released during differ-

ar~t .releases. observed values of dosage (D) ware divided lhy the total

am'ount of pigment emitted (E). During the analysis of Prairie Grass

data, it was found that the inclusion of the wind speed in the final

prediction scheme resulted in significant imnprovementl. (.An examina-

tion of Sutton's equation suggests that this would be the case.)

7
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Th.erefore, the values of D/E were multiplied by the wi-.d speed (U)

observee at - rn above the ground. Finally the values of DU,'E were

plotted on logarithmic paper aglinat the values of area (A) enclosed

b7 D.

2.3 Results!

Figure 3 shows the results of this analyuis. Tho values of A
z -zare in (meters) and the values of DU/E are in (meters)- . Results

of the Prairie Grass anal) sis are also shown for comparison. (Only

those points for nighttime gas releases at Prairie Gras* are pre-

sented. ) One car, see that the values from each set of experiments

tend to lie along a straight line although the lines are not the same

for the two different iets. In order to see this more clearly, least

squares regression liues were computed for both sets of points.

These lines are indicated in Fig. 3. Their equations are

(Green Glow) A a 10. 3 . (1;

and -PS0.,91
(Prafrie Grass) A z 33.1 ()

The exponents of Eqs. (I) and (2) are almost the s-me and, in

fact. no statistically significant difference can be ascribed. The fact

that the two lines do not lie ainns ^"e Anutlat is not too surprising in

view nf the differences between the two sets of experiments. Differ-

ences in vegetation, terrain, tracers woed, and source height could

all lead to differences in the results. The fine particles, used as a

tracer at Green Glow couik i.e different rates of deposition com-

pared to the gas tracer used at Prair4s Grass. In addition, when

measurements from tuwers were available at Green Glow, it was

frequently fo,.na that the maximum D observed along a given arc was
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not near the ground, as it appeared to be at Prairie Grass, but was

found at greater heights. Thin fact would also contribute to differences

between Green Glow and Prairie Grass. Howev-sr the significant !act

is that the lines are essantia~y parallel. indicating that basically the

effects of the atmosphere are the same in the two experiments.

2. 4 Discussion of Accuracy

It is not susticient to simply consider the regression line (or

prediction equation) without consX~ering some measure of the accuracy

of the p1rediction.

The standard error of estimate of the regresnoat line computed

I rorn, the Green Glow data indicates that the range 0. 60 to 1. 66 tVinies

the predicted area embraces the observed area about two-thirds of the
tine. Similarly the range 0. 36 to 2. 76 times the predicted area em-

braces the observed area about 9S percent of the time. These r*a';eq

may seem extreme, but one must recall that the total range of areas

observed was almost 3 orders of magnitude. These limits are some-

what larger than the comparable limits about the Prairie Grass line.

due in part to the less accurate determination of the value& of D at the

outer arcs and the greater difficulty in determining A. Sartion 2. 6

"Appendix" contains an example of the use of this scheme in actual

practice.

Another factor affecting the relationship between A and DU/E is

the atmoonheric stability. Generally, those points derived from

m'easurements made in the most stal-le conditions tended to fall above

the regressi~on line (larger areas for the same values of DU/E) while

Ohose derived from loes stable conditions tended to fall below the re-

gression line (smaller areas for the same values of DU/E). This re-

stilt was even more evident in the Prairie Grass data. However, with

the Green Glow data, at great distances from the source (8 and 16

miles) the P-paration of "~Into by stalpility was not so grazat as with

tie pointA eaoser to the source. This may be a reflection of the greater



difficulty in defining a relevant stability parameter to apply during

mach longer travel times involved at Green Glow. It was not judged

that the slight improvement in prediction made by including a stability

parameter warranted the inclusiou of it in this scheme. Furthermore,

to apply such a correction one would n,-ed measurements of vertical

temperature gradient which are not normally available at standard

weather stations. These results do indicate that further study of the

affects of stability on clouds traveling for long distances would be

helpful.

In addition to defining the area enclosed by a given isopleth, it

would be l-ighly desirable to be able to specify the shape of this area.

Figure 2 suggests that the shape is somewhat elliptical and this appears

to be a fair approximation. Thus, if one can determine the

mztximum distance downwind of the source that a given value of 1) will

reach, one can obtain a crude estimate of the maximum width u; the

isopleth by dividing the predicted area by the quantity (w/4 x maximum

downwind distance). Results of this study indicate that such a procedure

would, on the average, overestimate the maximum width by an.', 10 to

Z0 ptrcer t bvt individual values could be in error by as much as +60

or 70 percent to -20 percent. This maximum width is found ao,,t

halfway b-tween the source and the maximum downwind distance.

At best thi.4 in .thod of determining the shape is crude and should

be used with ci .tio-i. Furthermore, results of Prairie Grafs indicate

that in unstable conditions or with short emission times, the shape of

th.e area may be far from el'iptical and the method should not be used.

Also, if the mean %vird directicn is not constant with distance, the

shape will be disturted and the results of t.-is method quite misleading.

Al! in all, this scheme for estimating the shape can at best serve only

ai" a rough guide.

Z. 5 Extension of Resultv to Other Conditions

The queption of w'iether these results can be applied in other

curdttions and for greleer distances than those invoiced in this study

12



must be considered. In the following discussion the views expressed

are only educated guesses baseci upon the authors' experiences with

diffusion da*a.

Thi similarity ot the exponcnt& ir. Eq6. (1) and (2) leads one to

have some confidence in further extrapolation. Without much doubt

we feel the results would be valid to distances of 30 to 40 miles. With

somewhat less confidence -.;-e feel the results should be a fair guide

out tW distances of 50 to 60 miles. Beyond thia we are reluctant to

make any statement. Remember that all these extrapolations are

based upon the assumption that ýhe wind blows in about the same

direction and speed over the whole distance, the terrain remains

roughly unifrm, the general level of vegetation remains about the

same, and the pollutint has about the same characteristics as the

tracer used. In reference to the matter of vegetation, it may be that.

other things being the same. a wind speed tU) measured at some lower

elevation (say I m) might produce a better estimate of the area if the

vegetation height is ot, the order of a few centimeters rather than about

I -m hih as -t t -e Hanford reservation.

A point which must be emphasized is the matter of terrain. Our

presert kno'vledge of wind regimes in mountainous areas is ,..oager.

All the 4oove conclusions may be poor predlctwrs at best if the pollutant

cloud enters or is released in fairly rough terrain. Funneling effects

and local circulations can so distort the wind ftild and sub-siquent

diffusion patterns that any of our current diffusio-i models would be

inadequate to describe the results.

2.6 Appendix

This gives an example of the use of the results of this section in

determining the area enclosed by is given isopleth ut "sage. Figure 4

shows the regression line (Eq. [ I1). of Fig. 3, replotted without the

data points. In addition th- stlanting dashed lines re-present the plot.

of the limits of one standcarj error. In other words about two-thirds

1 3
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of the cases should fall between the two dashed lines. fidy outlinec

the range -40 percent to +66 perc~nt of the value found on the s;t

line.

As air example, for a given emission (El arid a wond speed (U)

at 2 m above ground. we wish to estimate L.ne area enclosed by a given

do.sage (11). Let us assume that DU is thencmue ob

2 x 10 rn . This value is entercd as the abscissa (Point Q in Fig.4).

The ordinate erected at Q intersects the solid line at B. the ordinate

of which is 2. 7x 10 6 m k. This value represents the best esti-nrate
oi ~ ~ ~ T_ th-raecoedy =20x16 -Z
oith aeaenloedayE . . 0 m . This is also the

ar... enci-1t.ed by D for the given values ofi E; na U. The irnterzucti!ýn

of lin~e QB with the lower clashed line (Point C) gives an area of

1. 6 x 10 6m 2and the intov rsection of the ..ctension of line QB with the
6 2

upper dashed line (Point D) gives an ar,., of 4. 5 x 1.0 m . Thus we

say that about two-thirds of the areas enclosed by an isopleth wnose
16 m 2  6i lebtw6n.620

value isZ.Ox 10mwl i pwen1 0r an 4. Sx 10 m

As-tually the ratio& D,/'B' and B'/C' are 61th equal te 1. b6. EL we

Lier 4ised to estimate the valrues nf the areas between which 95

percent of the cases wil, occur we can multiply the value B' =2. 7 x

10 6m 2by (1. 66) 2and dividet B by (1. 66) 2obtaining a range of about
~. 2 6 21x 10 m to 7. 4 x 10 M w within which 9S percent of the areas

sho-Ald lie.



3. TRACER ARRIVAL TIMES AT 8 UND 16 MILES

3. 1 Introduction

This section provides an estimate oi the informat:. a necessary

to determine the time of first az rival near ground level of a tracer at

distances of 8 to 16 miles from the source. The results of this stud)

are based upon analyses of data obtained from drum samplers placed

along the 8- a-- 16-mile arcs of the Green Glow simpling grid. Pig-

izciat is drd-an i-to these samplers and impacted on a tape attached to a

revolving drum. The drum is turned slowly at a known rate and the

pattern of pigment deposition on the tape provides a means of estimat-

ing Lhe time (.; first arrival of significant qu3ntities of triacer material

at the samnp.er.

This st':dy is concerned witli determining the time alter relsase

,df pigment at the *ource that significant quantities of pigment first

arrived at the sanmpler. Arrival time was defined to be the time of the

beginning of a continuous reception containing about 98 percent of the

msterial. Because particles could become lodged in the intake tube

our.ne a given ritn (althouigh all possible care was taken in clean--.j

the drurms between runs) and subseqluently appear ,.. the drum 'n the

next r,.n, it Aa not always eisy to define the exact beginning ,, Lhe

reception of pigment. A further error could be introduced by lack of

p.-ecise knnbledge of when the drum was f;rst turned on. ihis.

coupled with the errors of about 2 minutes in actually readi.z the

druin, could prodtice an over-.,,; uncertainty of as much as 5 or 6

minutes in determining the act,ial tine of arrival of the pigment.

Despite these possible errors %ignificant results were obtained.

In addition to the drum sxn'pler data, wind sp-eds, wind direc-

tiors, and temperatures were availalale from the variour rmeteorological

installations discussed in Section I. The wind data were used to con-

struct theoretical trajectories of the plume mu that the time of first

arrival at an Irr could be correlated with the wind speeds at v.trloup

heights.

i f,



3. 2 Meth'd nf Analyisi

Of the 27 runs made during the Green Glow program, drum

sampler data were available for 18 runs out to A miles from the AoU, t

and for 10 runs cut to 16 miles from the source. However some of the

data couid not be used in these studies because the samplers were not

turned on soon enough ,t one or both arcs. This is evident from the

traces when pigment appeared on the drum Immediately after the

atusiplecs were turned on, leaving one in doubt about the time of first

arrival. For this reasor. the number of runs with useful data wat re-

du.ced to 12 for travel to 8 mikes and to S for travel to 16 miles.

%stimates of travel times to the two arcs werc made usink too.

mean winds observed at various levels during the di~fusion expe -i-

ments. Winds at 50 and 1O0 ft above the ground were recorded in the

meteorological towcr and a IS ft wind was determined by interp-plation

Letwuwa. 7 ft and 50 ft leveis. •iiteen feet was chosen becau(,e t is

close to the estimaced source heignt. It was assumed that the piiment

traveled in a straight line from the Zenerator to the samplers on the

a. S5nce the wind did change somewhat in direction dAs L•d the

travel time, another set of travea times was computed to 8 and 16

'rile.. The 2 i-f' %'ind di-or'ioru rup_,rtcd Loy Uis wisad-station network

plus the 1% ft tnwer wind speeds and the wind speeds And directiors of

the- Texas A & M rtations were combinsd in a streamline analysis to

give an estimate of the travel time of a particle arinianing in the IS to

20-ft layer.

L. 1. Results

Table Z shows the comparison between the theoretical trajectories

Computed assuming the ,-4rticles were transported in a strailht line

with the IS ft tower wind and assuming they were transpir'ted along the

streamlines as discissoed in the preceding sabsectlon. Inspection re-

veals little difference between the travel times computer by the two

mP0tr~tq (rr .. jta.nc -t t. 8 miolo. However Jor travl io Ib r'•ale.
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TABLE . Initial arrival times (miniutes after first relhase)of pigment
at 8 and It. rliies from source observed (T,) and computed
from 15-ft source wind(T, and from IS-ft streamlines Tiraj

8 MILES 16 MILiS

Run No. TO Tis Ttraj TO T 5 T.,aj

6 42 48 48

7 77 107 9C

8 39 72 68

to 24 34 32

14 96 130 113

s5 56 96 82

17 20 37 42

68 83 119

19 21 31 37

z2 76 91 121

2z 30 42 49

2 3 51 75 82

25 118 42 45 48 76 78

26 40 44 46 64 95 108

St Z 4 3b 3;

there is a tendency for the streamline method to proJuce somewhat

longer travel times (but not in each case). ,s might be expected.

This result does show the effects of %ariationt in speed and directicon

along th': travel path.

Table I••iupares tne observed travel time (To) with the travel

times computed from the winds at 15, 50, and 100 ft as determined

from the tower observations. The columns marked T0 give the ob-

served travel tin-es to the -espective arcs. The columns marked

S15 To 5 0 T ,s nd T1 00 T0 gi.c thc ratiG.i :,f thc travel tiisies

computed from the winds at the heights represented by the subscripts

&ud the otjserved !ravel times. The tolumn markei SR gives the

Stability R.tWo (see Sortiron 2. 1. Fq. 1).

L1



TABLE '. Observed io'itial arrival time (T ); ratios of arrival tines
compiutcd frnin 15-ft wind sieed(Tt 5 ), 50-ft wind speed
(T50) dnd 100-ft wind spced (T 1 0 0 ) to To: and Stability
Ratio (SR).

3 MILES 16 MILES

Run T 'r T.%'T Tj0/rT To tTS I T T° SR
No.

6 4Z 1.14 0.84 0.68 0.57

7 77 1. 39 0. 72 0.60 1.7

3 39 1.84 1. 34 0.92 1.4

10 '4 1.42 1.08 0.90 0. ZZ

i4 1. Is 0.78 0.52 12.0

is 56 1.71 1.06 0.83 3. z

17 70 1.85 1.41 1.14 0.12

18 68 o.Z2 0.93 0.76 0.56

19 21 .4 1. lio 0.90Y

21 76 1.20 0.90 0.74 0.14

22 30 1.40 1.07 0.93 0.47

51 1.47 !.14 01.96 0.11

25 28 1.50 2. 16 0.98 48 1.58 1.22 1.06 0.13

.16 40 1.10 0.84 0.71 64 1.48 1.06 0.89 0.21

'i k Z4 I. so 1. 20 1.04 0.06

,\ ratio of computed travel time at some he,.4ht to he observed

travel dne which in greater than I.0 indicates that the pliment arrived

a! the arc sooner than would have been expected were the pigment trans-

ported with the wisid at the ,articular height, and conversely i: the ratio

is lest than 1. 0. C'ne can see immediately that the pilgment alwaya

arrived sooner than the w~nd near the source height (15 It) would have

indicated. In only 4 of the 12 observations of travel to 8 miles did the

pilment arrive later than would have heen indicated by the S0 ft wind

speed ano in one case arrived sooner than would have been indicated

b) the 100 ft wind speed. Theme results indicate that, on the average,
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a wind speed measured somewhere between 50 and 100 ft is nece~ssr y

to specify the first Lime of arrival. In fact, fur Run 17 the wind dat.a

showed tha't the 150 it wind speed would have been necessary te specify

first time of arrival. Although the~re are but hall the number of

observations of 16-mile travel timie these results a-eem to hold at this

distance as well.

One can easily understand what happens. The pigment cloud

duifuses upward as well an outward by the action of turbulence. The

pigment which first arrives at an outer arc has initially been diffused
to a hteight of somewher* in the neighborhood of 100 ft and travels

atle~'g at this height. Some of this pigmrent is diff-u.;.d do-vnward ;i

by turbulence and first reaches the groand at the outer arcs before the

bulk of the main cloud arrives.

This fact suggests that there might be some relationship between
*h ' T nd atat-illty, where T refers to aic tra~el tir-w comp~uted

h' 0 h
from the wind at h.-tght h. This suggestion arises because very stable

conditions tend to utppress vertical mixing so that with a fixed speed

at a -f.gh IS ft we might expect shorter arrival times if the Ptrnos-

phere is near neutral than if the 2tmosphere i6 quite stable. The

nature of the data and the relatively small nuiA-.ber of cbservata.js do

nf*V perm-it (,ne to us* refined statistical procedures to test this hy-

pothesis. Hi1wever, one can use the rank correlation techniques to

gain some quialitative insight into the correctness of the hyp,:thesiim.

This method measures the degree of association between the order of

one variate a.nd that of another when arranged in ascending or descend-

ing values. In this case we can use the technique to determine if high

valles of the ratio of tomputed to actual itrvel time are associated

with low valu, a of stability, or ~u determine 4f low values of stability

(near neutral'. cases are associated with trave! at effective travel

heightq greater than those Assoc iated with high values of stability.

WhPn vaiues of I* Is I*Are comp;%reoI with Sl4, the answer is

atatistically inccrnclusive wihsome indication that thecrc is .i

/ I0



relationship. V.hen T,^/T and T /T art compared with SR, the
-V 0 t00 o

relationship is clear, the effective tra.wl height increasing with de-

crreasing stability.

i. 4 Summary and Conclusions

This study has shown that pigment released at about 15 ft above

the ground arrived at distances of 8 and 16 miles downwind soo er than
-was expected on the hasis of wind speeds measured at 15 ft. The study

indicates that the pigment which first arrived at these distances had

traveled with the wind found generally between S0 ft and 100 ft but

may even have traveled in vosvie cases with the 1S0-ft wind. Which

height is nnost appropriaLe seems to depend upon the stability of Lae
air, the pigment trave.,na at effectivel7 lower heights with stronger

stabilities.

Since all runs were made at night tandar stable r'oi•Ltlona i,o
quantitative results are available for daytime conditions. in the day-

time the resulting exposures at the gruund are lesse but, with avery-

thing eise the same. it may very well be that the first pagry-ent would

travel with winds appropriate to the ISO or 200 ft levels, or perhaps

higher.
While this study indicates that wind measurements at 50 ft and

100 ft would be desirable, we recognize that such measurements might

not ea.,ly '-- xa 4 1
'le. Whc:. t€cy are not available, the wind speed

at IS ft probably 3houid be doubled (fLr saiety) to obtain an estimated

d.rrivas time a susme p,.,LAL bet' eon a and Ib miles downwind from the

source.
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